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Overview

IBM Monitoring, IBM Application Performance Management, IBM Application Performance Management Advanced, and IBM Application Diagnostics

The IBM Application and Infrastructure Performance Management portfolio offers a set of hybrid cloud performance management capabilities tailored to meet specific user needs that can be deployed on premises or as software as a service (SaaS) to manage any environment, whether public cloud, private cloud, or traditional data center. These offerings provide market-leading time to value and simplified administration, integrated analytics, and the broadest coverage for both traditional and cloud-based environments. The planned new version of the offerings in this portfolio with the following features:

• One user interface to view both Bluemix™ and non-Bluemix workloads, enabling application teams to host their application components where it best suits them and still manage their hybrid environments end to end with one intelligent APM solution
• Expanded capability for synthetic response time monitoring to ensure application availability and performance of both internal and external applications
• User experience enhancements for improved time to value and reduced TCO
• A cloud-ready infrastructure that supports flexibility in moving workloads to Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Software as a Service (SaaS)

IBM Alert Notification

• Planned to include Alert Scheduling as well as additional updates to this offering in 2016.
• Planned to include integration of Alert Notification with Runbook Automation as well as provide additional updates to this offering in 2016.

Planned availability date

Previews provide insight into IBM plans and direction. Availability, prices, ordering information, and terms and conditions will be provided when the product is announced.

Statement of general direction
IBM's statements regarding its plans, directions, and intent are subject to change or withdrawal without notice at IBM's sole discretion. Information regarding potential future products is intended to outline our general product direction and it should not be relied on in making a purchasing decision. The information mentioned regarding potential future products is not a commitment, promise, or legal obligation to deliver any material, code, or functionality. Information about potential future products may not be incorporated into any contract. The development, release, and timing of any future features or functionality described for our products remain at our sole discretion.

**Statement of good security practices**

IT system security involves protecting systems and information through prevention, detection, and response to improper access from within and outside your enterprise. Improper access can result in information being altered, destroyed, or misappropriated or can result in misuse of your systems to attack others. Without a comprehensive approach to security, no IT system or product should be considered completely secure and no single product or security measure can be completely effective in preventing improper access. IBM systems and products are designed to be part of a comprehensive security approach, which will necessarily involve additional operational procedures, and may require other systems, products, or services to be most effective. IBM does not warrant that systems and products are immune from the malicious or illegal conduct of any party.

**Trademarks**

Bluemix is a trademark of IBM Corporation in the United States, other countries, or both.
IBM is a registered trademark of IBM Corporation in the United States, other countries, or both.
Other company, product, and service names may be trademarks or service marks of others.

**Terms of use**

IBM products and services which are announced and available in your country can be ordered under the applicable standard agreements, terms, conditions, and prices in effect at the time. IBM reserves the right to modify or withdraw this announcement at any time without notice. This announcement is provided for your information only. Additional terms of use are located at:

**Terms of use**

For the most current information regarding IBM products, consult your IBM representative or reseller, or visit the IBM worldwide contacts page